Top

Reasons to Choose ITS

In today’s internet era, the number of telecommunication providers that are available to small business’ are
seemingly endless. Here at ITS, we understand this and would like to remind you of a few fundamentals of our
company that set us apart from the rest and should help you decide on ITS for your telecommunications needs.
The top 5 reasons to choose ITS...

A Phone Company That Answers The Phone!
What a novel idea! Rather than calling into an automated attendant, get a live person every time you call! This
means less frustration and stress pleading with a machine to understand you! No more 15, to even 30 minute
intervals, waiting on hold to talk to someone who can help you. Every call at ITS is answered by a live person who
can quickly get your needs addressed. Why waste your valuable time? Just say no to the bureaucracy and call ITS
today!

We Appreciate Our Customers
With many of the larger communications companies, customer service is a thing of the past. They round‐up and
herd clients together in order to quickly achieve the largest profit margin with the least amount of effort. To
them, you are just another account number that must be “dealt with.” At ITS, excellent customer service is one of
our corporate goals. We appreciate each every client and look forward to your call. Many clients have even
developed a personal relationship with ITS team members, so contact us today and feel what it’s like to stand out
from the crowd!

Keep Up With The Latest & Greatest Communications
Technology!
Technology moves at the speed of light and keeping up with the newest technologies can make the difference in
your business’ efficiencies and effectiveness. The benefit of having your communication solutions provided by a
smaller telecommunications company is that we are nimble and able to adapt quickly to test and offer the newest
technology solutions as they become available. Because ITS is a reseller of services we are not invested in one
technology or solution that may become outdated or expensive but are able to quickly and efficiently move on to
providing the next best thing allowing your company to stay abreast with the latest and greatest technology!

Don’t Compromise With A “One Size Fit’s All” Solution!
At ITS, each individual client and their business is valued and we consistently strive to convey this message
through our personalized service. Each client has an account manager who’s interested to know the ins and outs
of your business. Understanding your specific wants, needs and issues allows us to create a solution to suit your
company perfectly. Unlike the big guys who make you choose from package A, B or C ‐ ITS makes it so you don’t
compromise your business with a “one size fits all” solution, but creates the solution to fit your business!

Consolidate Your Communication Bills…Simplify Your Life!
There are a number of companies that offer bundle packages but only ITS can consolidate everything from your
long distance or DSL to on‐hold messaging or equipment rentals onto one bill, thereby simplifying your life!

Check out what clients are saying about us!:
"Your service has been exemplary as well as your employees. It is not very often that you get to work with people who
really care about what they are doing" ‐Ron Posen, President, Rovi Products Inc.
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